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in midi mode, v-station will control the host
software's midi outputs, and midi in will control
midi inputs. this means that if you have a host

software such as reason, or ableton live,
connected to your computer's midi out, and v-

station connected to your computer's midi in, you
can control a specific midi channel on the host

software. however, you will have to create a midi
project in your host software, and route the audio
output of the software to the output section of v-
station. this means that the audio output of the
host software will be routed through the effects

and v-station's audio output to reach your
speakers, or through a mixer or effects section of

the host software. it's a good idea to set the
output modes to 'master' (see screenshot below),

but if you have a host software that does not
have an audio mixer, then you'll need to connect

your speakers to a'master' output of the host
software. it's worth pointing out here that the
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host software's audio mixer should not be used
as the 'master' output, because you will not be

able to route the audio output of v-station to this
output. it's better to use the 'output' section of v-
station. in order to route audio through effects, v-

station has a section called 'audio effects'. the
audio effects section works as a compressor and

expander. by default, both the expander and
compressor are set to 'auto'. the b-station is a
paraphonic analogue synth with a dual voice

architecture. it features a three oscillator circuit
with both sawtooth and pulse modulation, and
two adsr envelope generators. the new 32-bit

engine allows very high frequency response and
a huge variety of modulation. create searing

leads, basslines and pads, and get the most out
of the analogue realm.
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the control surface is detailed and easy to use.
there are eight knobs to control all the main

functions, and two further knobs to control the
main oscillator waveforms. the patches are

stored as banks of macro-sized wav files, and
there is a separate bank for each voice. this is a

very convenient feature, and the number of
available banks can be expanded if required.

however, there is no provision for changing the
bank in-play, which would be particularly useful
for a daw, since it's difficult to quickly navigate

from one bank to another. a small range of
presets are included, but there is no way to save

your own patches, and the inbuilt v-station
arpeggiator has a limited capacity of eight'steps',

and can only be set to 'auto' mode. the v-
station's user manual states that the arpeggiator

can accept midi note-on messages, but the
system is not very well set up for this. when an
arpeggiator is set to 'auto' mode, midi note-on

messages will trigger the arpeggiator, but there
are no control over the timing, duration or note-
on velocity, and also no provision for midi note-
off. although not ideal, this is a feature that will

be included in future versions. as for the k-
station, v-station is compatible with ik

multimedia's istomp software and its ilok library.
it also has a built-in midi editor that can be used

for sequencer control, but the feature is not
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enabled by default. there is also a decent range
of midi in/out connections, and a midi program

change event for controlling arpeggiator, but no
midi out or in program change, which is a pity.

finally there is a stereo headphone output, which
is a great feature for producing big-sounding

pads and bass. 5ec8ef588b
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